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1. Introduction

This article aims at describing formal and functional properties of Romance complementizers. The paper is organized as follows: we provide an overview of Romance languages (sections 1.1. and 1.2.) as well as of the methodology employed in our study (Section 1.3.). We propose functional and formal definitions of complementation, complementizers and ‘canonical’ complementizers (Section 2.1.); we briefly sketch an overview of Romance complementizers and we justify our focusing on the Romance complementizers corresponding to the English if and that (Section 2.2.). We describe the syntactic behavior of these complementizers (sections 2.3. and 2.4.). We then focus on their semantic aspects and distribution; we show that a general function of illocutionary subordination is common to all complementizers, as is proven by the semantic effects of complementizer omission (Section 3). We study the semantic function of Romance ‘that’ complementizers (basically unmarked for factuality) (Section 4) and of Romance ‘if’ complementizers (basically non-factual) (Section 6). A semantic analysis of these complementizers then enables us to specify which kind of non-factuality is encoded in complements introduced by ‘if’ complementizers (Section 7). We go on to examine the diachronic sources of Romance complementizers (Section 8) and we finally focus on the marginal deviations found in Romanian on the one hand and French on the other hand as compared to other Romance languages (Section 9).

1.1. Romance languages – sociolinguistic and geographical features

Romance languages are a subgroup of Indo-European languages originating from Latin. They are mostly spoken in Europe (where all Romance languages are attested), in the Americas (mainly French, Spanish and Portuguese), and in Africa (mainly French and Portuguese), but there are also smaller, isolated communities elsewhere. The total number of mother-tongue speakers is around 700 million, among which around 200 million in Europe (by Ethnologue counts, which we compiled). There are also Creoles based on Romance languages, with a total of around 11 million speakers. For instance, Creole languages based on French are found in Martinique, Guadeloupe, Haiti, French Guyana, Réunion and Louisiana, with close to 10 million speakers in total (according to the Ethnologue website, these are the following varieties: Saint Lucian, Guianese, Haitian, Karipúna Creole French, Louisiana Creole French, Guadeloupean, Morisyen, Réunion Creole French, San Miguel Creole French, Seselew and Tayo). Chavacano and Palenquero are Spanish-based Creoles and have close to 300,000 speakers in total. The Portuguese-based Creoles are Angolar, Cafundo Creole, Crioulo, Fa D’ambu, Indo-Portuguese, Kabuverdianu, Korlai Creole Portuguese, Macanese, Malaccan Creole Portuguese, an extinct Pidgin in East Timor, Principense, Sãotomense, and Ternateño (with close to 700,000 speakers in total). However, from a grammatical point of view at least—which is our concern here—Creoles in general, and even Romance-based ones, are very different from European Romance, and it does not seem justified to address them jointly: we believe Romance-based Creoles deserve a separate,
For questions of simplicity, we shall henceforth use the term “Romance” to refer exclusively to European Romance languages, to the exclusion of Romance-based Creoles. Besides, although Romance languages proper are also spoken in South America, Africa and marginally elsewhere, our study focuses on European varieties.

Table 1: Number of speakers for the main Romance languages (in millions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variety</th>
<th>Number of speakers in the country of origin</th>
<th>Total number of speakers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Romanian</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>23.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romansch</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italian</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>61.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French</td>
<td>53.2</td>
<td>67.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalan</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occitan</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>328.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portuguese</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galician</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.2. Romance languages – major typological characteristics

The major typological characteristics of Romance languages include the fact that most of them are “pro-drop” languages, i.e. that subject pronouns tend to be omitted, or can be omitted. Note that this is not the case of French, nor of some Romance varieties in Northern Italy and Switzerland. A partly correlated feature of Romance is its relatively free word order, in pro-drop Romance languages. Romance languages are by and large inflectional as far as verbs are concerned, with a heavy Tense-Aspect-Modality system, but not so much for nouns and adjectives, which display variable genre and number marking and no case marking, with the exception of Romanian. Romance languages generally have preposed definite and indefinite articles, a large set of prepositions and conjunctions, and few modal particles comparable to the German modal particles such as ja, auch, denn, doch (cf. Diewald and Kresić 2010; Squartini 2013; Schoonjans 2013), relying instead on discourse markers. Finally, they have infinitive clauses and a synthetic future tense. French differs from “Central Romance” on a number of points besides word order and pronouns; it displays for instance an analytic future tense and two distinct paradigms for demonstratives (demonstrative pronouns vs. demonstrative determiners). Romanian, on the other hand, presents a set of distinctive Balkan features. These include, for the verbal sphere, an analytic future tense (actually, two: [o să + subjunctive], based on the complementizer să, and [voi + infinitive], based on the modal verb a vrea ‘to want’), a wide use of the subjunctive mood and (correlated) avoidance of the infinitive. Romanian also has doubled clitics (e.g., am văzut-o pe Maria ‘I saw (her) Maria’). For the nominal sphere, the most notable features are the postponed definite article (e.g. lupul ‘the wolf.NOM/ACC’) and a residual set of nominal case markers with genitive-dative fusion (e.g. lupule ‘the wolf.VOC’, lupului ‘the wolf.GEN/DAT’). Finally, the lexicon has an important Slavic component absent from other Romance languages. This specificity of French on the one hand (see e.g., Koch 2002) and Romanian on the other can be observed in the case of complementizers, too, as we will see in this paper.

1.3. Methodology

---

2 For the distinction between modal particles and discourse markers, we refer to Degand, Cornillie & Pietrandrea (2013: 23-4). The authors define modal particles as “a class of distributionally constrained words dedicated to semantically qualify the speech act with regard to the pragmatic presupposed context” and they define discourse markers as “linguistic elements endowed with the indexical function of relating the utterance in their scope to the linguistic context” (Degand, Cornillie, and Pietrandrea 2013: 23-24, but see also Diewald 2013 for a fine discussion).
In the following sections we investigate formal and functional aspects of Romance complementizers. In order to investigate their uses, we combined different methodologies. In a first phase, we based our hypotheses on the existing literature (for instance Jeanjaquet 1894; Herman 1963; Bat-Zeev Shyldkrot & Kemmer 1988), and on traditional philological instruments, i.e. dictionaries and grammars (see the Reference section). In a second phase, we called on native speakers’ judgments to confirm these claims. In a third phase, we relied on corpora to check the validity of our results. The use of corpora for determining how speakers make use of language is now quite well established, as one can see from the flourishing subfield of corpus-based grammars (e.g., for English: Biber et al. 1999; for French: Abeillé, Godard & Delaveau in press, and in diachrony Marchello-Nizia et al. in prep. etc.). It is based on the idea that linguistic systems are best viewed as language(s) in use, and that grammar is shaped by frequency effects (see e.g., Bybee & Hopper 2001) – in other words, it seems to us that it is more interesting to look at language use and find out from there what rules the speakers are following than to rely exclusively on introspection. The corpora we used are the following (links to the corresponding databases are given in the Reference section):
- French: Valibel, PFC, Clapi, Frantext, frTenTen;
- Italian: Badip, itTenTen;
- Portuguese: Corpus do Português (Davies & Ferreira 2006), ptTenTen11;
- Romanian: CORV (Dascălu-Jinga 2002), Ruxândoiu, Romanian web corpus;
We believe that these ‘cross-examinations’ guarantee the validity of our results3.

2. General description of Romance complementizers
2.1. The semantic relation of complementation and its syntactic realizations in Romance

Before giving an overview of Romance complementizers, we briefly introduce the semantic notion of complementation. We define complementation as

the semantic situation that arises when a predicate takes a predication as one of its semantic arguments.

Fig. 1 illustrates the semantic relation linking the predicate ‘remember’ and the predication [you arrive] in a complementation situation:

(1) The semantic relation of complementation

\[
\text{I remember} \quad \text{you arrive}
\]

ARG(entity)  PRED  ARG(predication)

This semantic situation has different syntactic realizations in Romance languages: sentential complementation (2); integration via an infinitive complement (3); integration via a WH-element which functions as a shared complement (4); integration via nominalization (5); integration with complementizer omission (6); and integration by juxtaposition (7). Let us examine them in detail.

\[\text{3 We would like to thank here the friends and colleagues who accepted to collaborate, especially Alexandru Mardale, José Carlos de Hoyos, Lennys Ospino, Daniel Rojas-Plata, Ana Fonseca, Sonia Pereira, Ana Margarida Abrantes and Giovanni Depau.}\]
Sentential complementation is the syntactic situation which arises when the argument is realized as a sentence, i.e. a finite clause, as in (2):

(2) Sentential complementation

French

When the argument predication is realized as an infinitive clause, we speak of integration via infinitive complements:

(3) Integration via infinitive complements

French

A complementation phenomenon which is quite frequent in Romance languages is the integration via a wh-element which functions as a complement shared by both the predicate and the argument predication. Let us take, for example, the French sentence in (4), *Je me rappelle quand tu es arrivé* ‘I remember when you arrived’: as shown in our graphic representation of the dependency relations, the wh-element *quand* ‘when’ can be analysed as realizing both the head of the object of the verb *se rappeler* ‘to remind oneself, to remember’ and an adjunct of the verb *arriver* ‘to arrive’. In such cases, we speak of integration via a shared complement:

(4) Integration via a shared complement

French

The argument predication can also be realized as a noun rather than as a verb. It is the case in instances of integration via nominalization (5):

(5) Integration via nominalization

French
Finally, complementation can be realized through two quite similar albeit non-coincident mechanisms of syntactic integration, which make no use of complementation markers: omission of the complementizer (6) and juxtaposition (7). An example of complementizer omission is given in (6), where the main predicate *credо* ‘I believe’ syntactically governs the verb *arrivare* ‘to arrive’ by imposing a subjunctive inflection: *sia arrivato* [be.SBJ.3SG arrived]. The two sentences are linked by a dependency relation, in spite of the fact that there is no complementizer linking them (see below for a more detailed analysis).

(6) Integration with complementizer omission
Italian

```
Je me rappelle sia arrivato
1 me remind.PRS.1SG be.SBJ.PRS.3SG arrive.PST.PTCP

‘I believe he has arrived’
```

The mechanism of juxtaposition is illustrated in (7): the argument predication *tu es arrivé* ‘you arrived’ is simply juxtaposed to the main predicate *je me rappelle* ‘I remember’, without any dependency marker linking the two parts of the sentence.

(7) Integration via juxtaposition
French

```
Je me rappelle tu es arrivé
1 me remind.PRS.1SG be.PRS.2SG arrive.PST.PART

‘I remember, you arrived’
```

The syntactic difference between integration with complementizer omission and integration via juxtaposition can be shown by applying a test of mobility. Such a test shows that while the postposition of the main predicate is not possible for the former (8), it is entirely possible for the latter (9):

Italian

(8) *Sia arrivato, credo*

```
be.SBJ.PRS.3SG arrive.PST.PTCP believe.PRS.1SG

‘He has arrived, I believe’
```
It should be noted, incidentally, that the constructions illustrated so far show different degrees of syntactic dependency between the main verb and the complement. The structures (2) through (6) are clear examples of microsyntactic dependency. By microsyntactic dependency, we mean the syntactic situation which arises when the existence, the category or the position of a word is determined by another word (see for example Tesnière 1959; Mel’cuk 1988; Kahane 2001).

In the structures (2) through (4) the very existence of the complementation markers _que_ (in [2]), _de_ (in [3]), _quand_ (in [4]) is determined by the verbs of the main clause. In (5) the position of the object noun _ton arrivée_ ‘your arrival’ is also determined by the main verb. In (6) the sentential complement is governed by the verb _credo_ ‘I believe’, which imposes the subjunctive inflection on the verb _essere_ in _sia arrivato_ ‘that he has arrived (lit. he be arrived)’. The syntactic dependency of a complement on a verb can be tested with the help of simple diagnostic tests, such as the equivalence of the dependent complement with a clitic pronoun (10):

(10) a. _Je me rappelle que tu es parti_ `I remembe that you left’

\[\text{quand tu es parti}\]
`when you left’
\[\text{ton départ}\]
`your departure’

\[\equiv\]

\[\text{je me le rappelle}\]
`I remember that’

b. _Je prévois de partir_ `I plan to leave’

\[\equiv\]

\[\text{je le prévois}\]
`I plan that’

c. _Credo sia arrivato_ `I believe he has left’

\[\equiv\]

\[\text{lo credo}\]
`I believe that’

or the fact that the dependent complement falls under the scope of the negation of the main verb (11):

(11) a. _Je ne me rappelle pas quand tu es arrivé/que tu es arrivé/ton arrivée_ `I don’t remember when you arrived/ that you arrived/ your arrival’

b. _Je ne prévois pas de partir demain_ `I don’t plan to leave tomorrow’
c. *Non credo sia arrivato*

‘I don’t think he has arrived’

The syntactic integration of the structure in (7) is slightly more problematic and it has been a hotly debated issue in the literature (Ross 1973; Schelfhout, Coppen & Oostdijk 2004; Dehé & Kavalova 2006; Ifantidou-Trouki 1993; Espinal 1991; Haegeman 1988). Following Kahane & Pietrandrea (2012), we claim that the integration between the main verb *je me rappelle* ‘I remember’ and the complement *tu es arrivé* ‘you arrived’ is not merely a matter of semantics or discourse, but a truly syntactic cohesion phenomenon. Kahane & Pietrandrea (2012) have proposed that, in spite of the fact that it is not possible to speak of a proper microsyntactic dependency (since the main verb does not control the existence, the position or the form of the complement clause), some syntactic constraints exist on the main verb – such as condition of adjacency or non-modifiability – which leads them to claim that a syntactic integration operates at a macrosyntactic level.

All in all, a number of syntactic realizations of the complementation situation are possible in Romance and complement markers and complementizers are not the only elements marking complementation in Romance. But let us further refine the notion of complementizer adopted in this article and thus specify the scope of our analysis.

2.2. Canonical and non-canonical complementizers

Following Noonan ([1985] 2007: 55), we define a complementizer as “a word, particle, clitic or affix, one of whose functions it is to identify [a clause] as a complement”.

Two refinements to this notion are necessary, however.

Firstly, following the convention adopted in this volume, we define *canonical complementizers* as expressions that both conform to Noonan’s definition and occur only in finite complements. Markers of integration such as the preposition *de* in (3), whose function is to mark the integration of infinitive complements, are therefore not taken into account in our paper.

Secondly, let us further examine Noonan’s definition: Noonan states that complementizers are expressions *one of whose functions* is to identify a clause as a complement. Expressions functioning as complementizers can indeed have other functions (as relativizers, adverbializers, etc. – see below, Section 2.3.). This taken into account, we restrict further our definition of complementizers as follows:

Canonical complementizers are expressions displaying the two following properties:

(i) they have among other possible functions, the function of identifying a clause as a complement.

(ii) their *only syntactic function in the sentence* is to identify a finite clause as a complement.

The second part of this definition leads us to exclude shared wh-complements such as ‘when’, ‘where’, ‘how’, and ‘what’ from the repertoire of canonical Romance complementizers. As we have seen in (4), these elements have two syntactic functions in complementation constructions. They are thus non-canonical complementizers: complementizers, because they are indeed used as complementation markers; non-canonical, because they have a syntactic function in the subordinate clause. Like canonical
complementizers, they also have non-complementizer uses, as we will see in Section 2.3. These non-canonical complementizers make up a much larger category, with slightly more formal and functional variation between languages. Table 2 below lists a few non-canonical complementizers in Romance.

Table 2 – ‘How’, ‘what’, ‘when’ and ‘where’ (non-canonical) complementizers in a few Romance languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complementizer form:</th>
<th>how</th>
<th>what</th>
<th>when</th>
<th>where</th>
<th>why</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>French</td>
<td>comment</td>
<td>(ce) que / quoi</td>
<td>quand</td>
<td>où</td>
<td>pourquoi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italian</td>
<td>come</td>
<td>che, che cosa, cosa</td>
<td>quando</td>
<td>dove</td>
<td>perché</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portuguese</td>
<td>como</td>
<td>o que</td>
<td>quando</td>
<td>onde</td>
<td>por qué</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romanian</td>
<td>cum</td>
<td>ce</td>
<td>cind</td>
<td>unde</td>
<td>de ce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sardinian*</td>
<td>comenti</td>
<td>ita</td>
<td>candu</td>
<td>du, aundi, inui...</td>
<td>poita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>cómo</td>
<td>qué</td>
<td>quando</td>
<td>donde</td>
<td>por qué</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These non-canonical complementizers globally have similar distributions in each language, and occur in similar contexts in different languages, as illustrated by (12) below.

(12) je (ne) sais (pas) quand/comment/pourquoi il est arrivé  
(non) so quando/come/perché è arrivato  
(no) sé quando/cómo/por qué llegó  
(naò) sei quando/como/por qué chegou  
(nu) ştiu cînd/cum/de ce a sosit  
(no) iscu candu/comenti/poita est arribau  
‘I (don’t) know when/how/why he arrived’

The question is open as to whether relative pronouns, like the equivalents of what in (13) below, should be included in this category. Indeed, relative pronouns share some properties with non-canonical complementizers: they both identify the clause as a complement and have a syntactic function in the subordinate clause. Unlike non-canonical complementizers, though, relativizers often have an anaphoric relation to their so-called “antecedent” in the main clause, except in case of “headless relativizers” as in free relatives like (13) below. This is the most common argument for a distinction between relativizers and non-canonical complementizers, which is, besides, not unanimously subscribed to by all scholars (see for example Kayne 2005: 13 for the Generative approach, but also Le Goffic 1993: 525 in another syntactic framework).

(13) je sais ce que je veux  
je sais quoi je veux  
so (che) cosa voglio  
so che voglio  
sé qué quiero  
sei o que quero  
‘I want what’

4 For all languages, we refer as much as possible to the most widely accepted ‘standard’ variant. This is of course more problematic for some languages than others; very much so for Sardinian (see e.g. Mensching 2004:14). The Sardinian data presented here do not render justice to the enormous variation between Sardinian dialects, but that is not our goal.
‘I know what I want’

In almost all Romance languages, canonical complementizers are restricted to two series, one functionally close to the ‘that’ complementizer in English, the other to the ‘if’ complementizer (Table 3 below).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>‘that’ complementizer</th>
<th>‘if’ complementizer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>que</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portuguese</td>
<td>que</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sardinian</td>
<td>chi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italian</td>
<td>che</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French</td>
<td>que</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Typical examples of the ‘that’ complementizer are given in (14) below, and in (15) for the ‘if’ complementizer.

(14) je sais qu’il est arrivé (French)  
so che è arrivato (Italian)  
sé que llegó (Spanish)  
sei que chegou (Portuguese)  
ştiu că a sosit (Romanian)  
iscu chi est arribau (Sardinian)  
‘I know that he has arrived’

(15) je me demande s’il est arrivé (French)  
mi chiedo se è arrivato (Italian)  
me pregunto si llegó (Spanish)  
pergundo-me se chegou (Portuguese)  
mă întreb dacă a sosit (Romanian)  
mi preguntu si est arribau (Sardinian)  
‘I wonder whether he has arrived’

Note that Romanian presents a different configuration, with three canonical complementizers, two ‘that’ complementizers and one ‘if’ complementizer (Table 4 below): only Romanian has a different complementizer in (14) and (16).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>‘that’₁-complementizer</th>
<th>‘that’₂-complementizer</th>
<th>‘if’ complementizer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>câ</td>
<td>să</td>
<td>dacă</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(16) je veux qu’ il vienne (French)  
voglio che venga (Italian)  
quiero que venga (Spanish)  
quero que venha (Portuguese)  
vreu să vină (Romanian)  
bolu chi bèngiat (Sardinian)  
(I) want COMP (he) come.SBJ.3SG
‘I want him to come’

2.3. Non-complementizer use of canonical complementizers

It should be noted that canonical complementizers can have other uses in Romance besides complementation.

‘That’ forms have a relativizer function in all Romance languages (except Romanian), as illustrated by the Portuguese example below:

Portuguese
(17)

\[ a \text{ cura de austeridade, que \ldots irá cortar} \]
DEF.F cure of austerity, that go.FUT.3SG cut.INF

\[ nos \text{ subsídios de férias e de Natal} \]
in.DEF.M.PL subsidy.PL of vacation.PL and of Christmas

‘The austerity measures, which will cut into the vacation and Christmas bonuses’

They can also be used to introduce adverbial clauses, for example purposive clauses (18), (19):

Italian
(18)

\[ vieni qua che ti spiego \]
come.IMP.2SG here that you.DAT explain.PRS.1SG

‘Come here and I’ll explain’

Portuguese
(19)

\[ anda cá, que quero falar contigo \]
come.IMP.2SG here that want.PRS.1SG speak.INF with.you

‘Come here, I want to talk to you’

Another function of complementizer forms is to introduce non-assertive de-subordinated main sentences (Frajzyngier 1995), as in the French, Romanian and Italian examples below. These sentences can be of various types, jussive, interrogative (apparently only in Italian) and optative:

jussive, French
(20)

\[ Qu’ il vienne! \]
That he come.SBJV.3SG

‘Let him come!’

jussive, Romanian
(21)

\[ Să vină! \]
That come.SBJV.3SG

‘Let him come!’
2.4. Combinability issues

The combination of complementizers with other subordination markers is a marginal phenomenon in Romance languages. It appears mostly in regional and/or substandard, informal variants, in which the ‘that’ complementizers can be combined with various complementation markers, such as ‘when’ markers. Not all combinations of non-canonical complementizer + ‘that’ complementizer are attested, and most of them are clearly substandard and very rare. However, we found in our corpora constructions such as ‘when
that’ (French quand que, Italian quando che, Portuguese quando que, Spanish cuando que, Sardinian candu chi) or ‘how that’ (French comme que, Portuguese and Spanish como que, Romanian cum că, Sardinian comenti chi), albeit often with very low frequencies. Examples below illustrate the constructions ‘when’ + ‘that’ for French (27) and Italian (28), and ‘how’ + ‘that’ for Romanian (29) and Sardinian (30):

**Louisiana French**

(27)

\[
\text{Je le ferai quand que j’irai à la ville.}
\]

‘I’ll do it when I’ll go into town’

(Ditchy 1997: 173)

**Regional Italian (Rome)**

(28)

\[
\text{Quanno che ’ncomincia la partita ogni tifosetta se fà ardita}
\]

‘When the match begins, every little fan becomes bolder’

**Romanian**

(29)

\[
\text{Mi-a spus cum că ar fi plecat}
\]

‘(s)he told me that (s)he would be gone’

**Sardinian**

(30)

\[
\text{Bivi comenti chi no depis mòrriri cras}
\]

‘Live as if you were to die tomorrow’

It should be mentioned that the semantic change induced by the adjunction of a ‘that’ complementizer in these constructions is not necessarily the same in different instances, including clear semantic contrasts such as the use of when + that to introduce conditionals (in the Emilian dialect of Italian, cf. Mazzoleni 1997: 202): these changes are thus not easily identified. Such constructions seem to suggest that, in some cases, the ‘that’ complementizer has grammaticalized to the point of being semantically neutral, and a obligatory marker of subordination (see Section 8), while in others it has retained a semantic value.

3. General semantic functions of Romance complementizers

Having isolated the class of canonical complementizers and studied their syntactic properties, we focus in the next sections on their functional aspects: we first observe the
general illocutionary (Section 4.1.) and semantic properties (Section 4.2.) of complementizers, and then analyse the semantic difference between ‘if’ and ‘that’ complementizers (Section 5).

3.1. Complementizers as markers of illocutionary dependency

The first question to be answered is: what is the semantic contribution of a complementizer to the sentence? In other words, we want to determine to what extent the presence vs. absence of a complementizer (irrespective of its nature) may change the meaning of a sentence.

We claim that complementizers have the general function of marking the argument predication as illocutionarily dependent on the main predicate. In order to further specify this notion, we refer to Cristofaro’s (2005) functional definition of subordination. According to her, all cases of subordination presuppose an “asymmetry assumption”: “a cognitive asymmetry is established between linked SoAs\(^5\), such that the profile of one of the two (henceforth, the main SoA) overrides that of the other (henceforth, the dependent SoA). This is equivalent to saying that the dependent SoA is (pragmatically) non-asserted, while the main one is (pragmatically) asserted” (Cristofaro 2005: 35). Since complementation is a particular case of subordination, following Cristofaro we may say that, in a complementation situation, the argument predication is non-asserted, whereas the situation depicted by the main predicate is asserted.

This asymmetry has been diversely addressed in the literature (see for example Cristofaro 2005; Boye & Harder 2009; Kahane & Pietrandrea 2012) and a battery of tests has been elaborated to distinguish between illocutionarily independent and illocutionarily dependent situations representations. The test in (31), for example, shows a canonical semantic situation of complementation, in which the main predicate bears the illocutionary force of assertiveness, whereas the argument predication lacks it: in the discourse negotiation (B, in example 31) the interlocutor challenges the truth of the assertion made by (A), and it is clear that his challenge focuses on the main predicate, *je t’ai dit* ‘I told you’, rather than on the argument predication *il est venu* ‘he came’.

French

(31) A: *Je t’ai dit qu’il est venu*
‘I told you that he has come’

B: *Ce n’est pas vrai ! (que tu me l’as dit)*
‘It’s not true (that you told me)’

? *Ce n’est pas vrai ! (qu’il est venu)*
‘It’s not true (that he came)’

Similarly, a tag question such as *n’est-ce-pas ?* ‘isn’t it?’, whose function is to modify the illocutionary force of the anchor sentence, has scope on the main predicate – i.e. the part of the sentence that has an illocutionary force which can be modified – rather than on the argument predication, which lacks such illocutionary force – see (32):

French

(32) *Je t’ai dit qu’il est venu, n’est-ce-pas ?*
‘I told you that he has come, didn’t I?’

* *I told you that he has come, didn’t he?’

Concerning Romance complementation via juxtaposition, we claim that the absence of the complementizer changes the direction of the illocutionary dependency between main

---

\(^{5}\) SoA(s): state-of-affairs.
predicate and argument predication. Let us examine a sentence such as (33). In (33), there is no syntactic integration between the two parts of the sentence. However, a semantic integration between the two parts can be detected: the predicate *je t’ai dit* ‘I told you’ takes in fact as semantic object the predication *il est venu* ‘he came’. From a semantic point of view, *il est venu* is thus dependent on *je t’ai dit*. But from an illocutionary point of view, we cannot say that the semantic object *il est venu* is dependent on the main predicate *je t’ai dit*. Rather, as the test shows, it is the semantic object that naturally bears the illocutionary force of the utterance:

French

(33) A:  
*Il est venu, je t’ai dit*

‘He has come, I told you’

B:  
*Cé n’est pas vrai ! (qu’il est venu)*

‘It’s not true (that he has come)’

B  
*?*Cé n’est pas vrai ! (que tu me l’as dit)

‘It’s not true (that you told me)’

A similar test can be applied to complementizer omission in Italian. Let us compare for example (34) and (35):

Italian

(34)  
*Penso che è simpatico*

‘I think that he is funny’

(35)  
*Penso sia simpatico*

‘I think he is funny’

In (34), the use of a so-called *recteur faible* (‘weak head’, cf. Blanche-Benveniste 1989; Blanche-Benveniste & Willems 2007), *penso* ‘I think’, followed by the complementizer *che* ‘that’, leaves open the ambiguity concerning the direction of the illocutionary dependency, as is shown by the test in (34’):

Italian

(34’) A:  
*penso che è simpatico*

‘I think that he is funny’

B  
*non mi sembra (che lo pensi)*

‘It does not seem to me (that you think this)’

B  
*non mi sembra (che è simpatico)*

‘It does not seem to me (that he is funny)’

In (35), instead, the use of the same *recteur faible*, *penso* ‘I think’, without any complementizer imposes the reading according to which it is the semantically dependent part of the sentence (the semantic object *è simpatico* ‘he is nice’) that bears the illocutionary force of the utterance, as is shown in (36):

Italian

(36) A  
*penso sia simpatico*

‘I think he is nice’
B:  *non mi sembra (che lo pensi)
   ‘It does not seem to me (that you think that)’

B  non mi sembra (che è simpatico)
   ‘It does not seem to me (that he is nice)’

In sum, we claim that one of the main general functions of complementizers in Romance is to mark the argument predication as not only syntactically and semantically, but also illocutionarily dependent on the main predicate.

3.2. Complementizers as markers of modality

Along with the general function of markers of illocutionary dependency, it is well known that at least some complementizers may have modal functions. According to Frajzyngier (1995), the focal function of complementizers is actually a modal one (which has been diachronically eroded in many languages). Japanese, for example, has three complementizers: no, koto and to. In many cases the choice among the three forms is determined by the verb of the matrix clause. In contexts in which the choice is open, to indicates that the speaker does not believe in the truth of the proposition represented in the complement. By contrast, neither no nor koto has this modal value:

Japanese
(37)    John wa Mary ga sin-da to sinzi-na-katta
   ‘John did not believe that Mary was dead’ (she might or might not have been)

(38)    John wa Mary ga sin-da koto o sinzi-na-katta
   ‘John did not believe that Mary was dead’ (she was)

In Jacaltec (Mayan), different complementizers can mark different degrees of certainty. As noted by Craig (1977: 267), “the use of [the complementizer] chobil denotes a high degree of credibility or certainty, and the use of [the complementizer] tato introduces a notion of disbelief or reservation about a hearsay”. She provides the (much quoted, see e.g. Noonan 2007: 48) examples below to illustrate this opposition, and remarks that in (39) “the source of information (...) is taken to be an unreliable source of information”, while in (40) “the source of information is felt to be a reliable one” (Craig 1977: 268):

Jacaltec
(39)    Xal naj tato chuluj naj presidente
   said DET COMP will.come DET president
   ‘He said that the president is going to come’ [unreliable source]
In Kinya Rwanda, a Bantu language, there are three complementizers: *ko, ngo* and *kongo*. *Ko* indicates that the speaker has a neutral attitude with respect to the truth of the complement, while *ngo* and *kongo* indicate that the speaker doubts the truth of the complement (on the basis of some direct and indirect evidential justification, respectively) (Givón 1982: 30):

Kinya Rwanda

(41)  
\[
\text{yavuze} \quad \text{ko} \quad \text{azaaza}  \\
\text{he.pst.say} \quad \text{that} \quad \text{he.fut.come}  \\
\text{‘He said that he’d come’}  \\
\text{(Givón 1982: 30)}  
\]

(42)  
\[
\text{yavuzu} \quad \text{ngo} \quad \text{azaaza}  \\
\text{he.pst.say} \quad \text{that} \quad \text{he.fut.come}  \\
\text{‘He said that he’d come’ (but I doubt it)}  \\
\text{(Givón 1982: 30)}  
\]

(43)  
\[
\text{yavuze} \quad \text{kongo} \quad \text{azaaza}  \\
\text{he.pst.say} \quad \text{that} \quad \text{he.fut.come}  \\
\text{‘He said that he’d come’ (but I have indirect evidence which makes me doubt it)}  \\
\text{(Givón 1982: 30)}  
\]

In addition, Kinya Rwanda has a complementizer, *-niiba-*, marking the speaker’s genuine (i.e. not evidentially supported) uncertainty about the truth of the complement clause (Givón 1982: 30).

As for European languages, it is well known that in some Slavic languages as well, some complementizers can have an epistemic meaning. Jakobson (1957), for example, reports their presence in Russian, where for instance *budto* ‘as if’ can be used as a complementizer and mark the speaker’s doubts concerning the truthfulness of a statement. Similarly, Frajzyngier shows that the Polish construction *niBY* – formed by the epistemic marker *ni* and the irrealis enclitic *by*, always occurring in clause-initial position, i.e. in the typical position of Polish complementizers – expresses the speaker’s doubt about the truth of the proposition:
This complementizer can co-occur with the *de dicto* complementizer *że* and introduce complements concerning situations presented as uncertain by the speaker:

(45)

\[
\text{Powiedział \quad że \quad ni-by był \quad w \quad Warszawie}
\]

\[
\text{say.PFV.PST.3SG.M \quad COMP \quad COMP \quad be.3SG.M.PFV \quad in \quad Warsaw.DAT}
\]

‘He said that he was in Warsaw’ (I have my doubts about it)

(Frajzyngier 1995: 496)

Nordström (2010) has shown that, in Germanic languages, ‘that’ complements can depict either logically realis or logically irrealis situations, i.e., either situations in an “actualized or certain fact of reality” (Elliott 2000: 66–67), or situations portrayed “as purely within the realm of thought, knowable only through imagination” (Mithun 1995: 173), whereas ‘if’ complements are always irrealis.

Nordström & Boye (this volume) refine this proposal, by characterizing the contrast between ‘that’ and ‘if’ complementizers in Germanic languages as an epistemic modal contrast: ‘that’ complements are epistemically neutral, whereas ‘if’ complements encode the “uncertainty about the proposition expressed by the complement”. In the next section, we closely examine the difference between ‘that’ and ‘if’ complements in Romance languages. We argue that the semantic contrast between the two complementizers is better described as a contrast in factuality than as a modal contrast.

We first focus our analysis on French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese and Sardinian, and go on to examine closely the case of Romanian, which has a system of three complementizers quite different from the other Romance languages.

4. Semantics of ‘that’ and ‘if’ complements in Romance languages

4.1. Distribution: Predicates taking either ‘that’ or ‘if’ complements

The semantic difference between ‘if’ and ‘that’ is visible in their distribution, especially in the semantic contrast between predicates taking ‘that’ complements and predicates taking ‘if’ complements.

In order to examine this contrast, we searched, through the Sketch Engine query system (http://www.sketchengine.co.uk; Kilgariff et al. 2004), five large (written-language) corpora: the TenTen Corpora for French (frTenTen 10,666,617,369 words), Italian (ItTenTen 2,588,873,046 words), Spanish (esTenTen 2,103,770,763 words) and Portuguese (ptTenTen 2,757,635,105 words) and the Romanian Web as a Corpus for Romanian (RoWaC, 44,729,032 words). These corpora are created by Web crawling, processed with cleaning and de-duplication tools and lemmatized; the French, Spanish and Italian corpora are also tagged for part of speech. Although these corpora cannot be regarded as representative of the
languages in focus, their important size allowed us to identify and measure the salience of some very general patterns. This was particularly interesting for our purpose, i.e., identifying and comparing general tendencies in Romance languages.

In these corpora we searched for the most frequent verbs immediately preceding ‘that’ and ‘if’ complementizers, in all five languages. We could not search for all verbs governing ‘that’ and ‘if’ complementizers, as dependency relations are not encoded in our corpora and we could only rely on a positional criterion. Nevertheless, we verified and eliminated all the false positives (i.e., the verbs immediately preceding ‘that’ and ‘if’ complementizers that do not syntactically govern them) and the results we obtained are quite clear and consistent for the different languages under examination.

Let us consider in detail the following tables, which show the 12 most frequent verbs immediately preceding and governing ‘that’ and ‘if’ complementizers in Italian, French, Spanish and Portuguese. We study the distribution of Romanian, which is quite different from the others, in Section 6.1.

![Figure 1: Most frequent verbs introducing complement clauses with ‘that’ in Italian](image-url)
Figure 2: Most frequent verbs introducing complement clauses with ‘if’ in Italian

Figure 3: Most frequent verbs introducing complement clauses with ‘that’ in French
Figure 4: Most frequent verbs introducing complement clauses with ‘if’ in French

Figure 5: Most frequent verbs introducing complement clauses with ‘that’ in Spanish
Figure 6: Most frequent verbs introducing complement clauses with ‘if’ in Spanish

Figure 7: Most frequent verbs introducing complement clauses with ‘that’ in Portuguese
The first fact immediately observable is that, in Romance languages, there are different series of predicates. One series takes only ‘that’ complements, and another one takes only ‘if’ complements.

‘Say’, ‘think’, ‘know’, ‘believe’ are the four most frequent verbs governing ‘that’ complements in Italian, French, Spanish and Portuguese (the situation of Romanian is slightly different, see Section 6.1.). Whereas the verbs ‘ask’, ‘see’, ‘know’ are the most frequent verbs governing ‘if’ complements.

At first sight, it may seem that some predicates such as the verbs ‘know’, ‘say’, ‘understand’, ‘see’ govern, albeit unevenly, both ‘if’ and ‘that’ predicates. A closer look at the data shows, however, that these highly polysemic predicates are employed in different contexts or with different meanings depending on whether they govern ‘that’ or ‘if’ complementizers. For example, the verb ‘know’ only appears in negative (46) or non-factual contexts (47) when governing ‘if’ complements, whereas it can occur in factual contexts (48) when governing ‘that’ complements:

Spanish

(46)  
\textbf{no sé si puedo viajar con un visado de turista}  
NEG know.PRS.1SG if can.PRS.1SG travel.INF with a visa of tourist

‘I don’t know if I can travel with a tourist visa’

Spanish

(47)  
\textbf{queria saber si puedo viajar con un visado de turista}  
want.PST.1SG know.INF if can.PRS.1SG travel.INF with a visa of tourist
‘I wanted to know if I can travel with a tourist visa’

Spanish
(48)

\[
yo \quad \text{sé} \quad \text{que} \quad \text{puedo} \quad \text{viajar} \quad \text{con} \quad \text{un} \quad \text{visado} \quad \text{de} \quad \text{turista}
\]

I know.PRS.1SG that can.PRS.1SG travel.INF with a visa of tourist

‘I know that I can travel with a tourist visa’

Similarly, the predicate ‘say’ occurs in negative or non-factual contexts (49–50) when governing ‘if’ complements and in factual contexts when governing ‘that’ complements (51):

Italian
(49)

\[
\text{Negant} \quad \text{die} \quad \text{se} \quad \text{esiste} \quad \text{una} \quad \text{cura} \quad \text{in} \quad \text{tal} \quad \text{senso}
\]

NEG say.PRS.3SG if exist.PRS.3SG a cure in such meaning

‘It (/he) doesn’t say if there exists a cure in that sense’

Italian
(50)

\[
\text{Potrebbe} \quad \text{gentilmente} \quad \text{dirmi} \quad \text{se} \quad \text{esiste} \quad \text{una} \quad \text{cura} \quad \text{in} \quad \text{tal} \quad \text{senso}
\]

can.COND.3SG kindly say.PRS.3SG.me.DAT if exist.PRS.3SG

una cura in tal senso
a cure in such meaning

‘Could you kindly tell me if there exists a cure in that sense’

Italian
(51)

\[
\text{Dice} \quad \text{che} \quad \text{esiste} \quad \text{una} \quad \text{cura} \quad \text{in} \quad \text{tal} \quad \text{senso}
\]

say.PRS.3SG that exist.PRS.3SG a cure in such meaning

‘He says that there exists a cure in that sense’

The verbs ‘understand’ and ‘see’ are cognitive verbs which can be classified, as for Aktionsart (Vendler 1967), as accomplishment verbs, i.e., as verbs whose internal temporal nature can be analysed as being durative and telic. Interestingly, when these verbs govern ‘if’ complements, it is the durative phase that is semantically selected (52), (54), whereas when they govern ‘that’ complements it is the telicity that it is selected (53), (55):

French
(52)

\[
\text{il} \quad \text{est} \quad \text{en} \quad \text{train} \quad \text{de} \quad \text{voir} \quad \text{si} \quad \text{cela} \quad \text{est} \quad \text{possible}
\]

he be.PRS.3SG PROG see.INF if that be.PRS.3SG possible
et pas dangereux
and not dangerous
‘he is trying to see if this is possible and not dangerous’

French
(53)

\[
j' \quad \text{ai} \quad \text{vu} \quad \text{que} \quad c'était \quad \text{possible}
\]
I see.PST.1SG that it be.PST.3SG possible

et pas dangereux
and not dangerous
‘I have seen that this is possible and not dangerous’

French
(54)

\[
j' \quad \text{essaie} \quad \text{de comprendre} \quad \text{si} \quad \text{vous êtes} \quad \text{un souverainiste}
\]
I try.PST.1SG to understand.INF if you be.PRS.2PL a souverainiste

comme on dit
like INDF.PRO say.PRS.3SG
‘I am trying to see if you are a partisan of sovereignty, as people say’

French
(55)

\[
j' \quad \text{ai} \quad \text{compris} \quad \text{que} \quad \text{vous êtes} \quad \text{un souverainiste}
\]
I have.PRS.1SG understand.PST.PTCP that you be.PRS.2PL a souverainiste

comme on dit
like INDF.PRO say.PRS.3SG
‘I have understood that you are a partisan of sovereignty, as people say’

In light of these results, we may propose a first rough generalization concerning the semantics of the predicates governing ‘if’ and ‘that’ complementizers.

Predicates governing ‘if’ complementizers can be regarded as a specific type of cognitive predicates, i.e. uncertainty predicates. An uncertainty predicate presents its complement as not known by the speaker (or the subject) of the utterance: either the speaker questions its truth value, or he claims not to know it, or he is depicted as being in the middle of a search for truth (like, for example, when a cognitive verb in its durative phase is used). The complements of these predicates correspond to what traditional grammar calls “embedded questions”: these complements are always presented as non-factual by the speaker.

Predicates governing ‘that’ complementizers belong, instead, to the larger class, already identified by Givón ([1984] 2001:154), of PCU predicates: perception (‘see’),
cognition (‘think’, ‘know’) and utterance predicates (‘say’, ‘tell’). Verbs belonging to the class of perception, cognition and utterance predicates may or may not cast non-factuality on the embedded clause (e.g., the verb ‘know’ entails the factuality of its complements, whereas the verb ‘think’ does not).6

Concerning the modal value of ‘that’ and ‘if’ complementizers, we may therefore conclude that in Romance languages ‘if’ complements are always non-factual, whereas ‘that’ complements are unmarked for factuality.

In the following sections, we refine this general statement by showing
(i) which type of non-factuality is encoded by ‘if’ complements;
(ii) the role played by mood in determining the factuality status of ‘that’ complements;
(iii) the areal exceptions to the general Romance rule constituted by French on one side and Romanian on the other side.

4.2. The non-exclusion of factuality value of ‘if’ complements

The occurrence of ‘if’ complements within the scope of uncertainty predicates entails that ‘if’ complements have a specific type of non-factual meaning, i.e. what has been called a non-exclusion-of-factuality meaning (Masini & Pietrandrea 2010; Pietrandrea 2011). Let us examine closely this conceptual notion, thoroughly described by Pietrandrea (2011).

As argued by Pietrandrea (2011: 186), non-factuality can be seen as a supercategory encompassing several domains concerned with qualifying the actualization of a situation. A situation may be presented as not grounded in the perceivable reality for at least three different semantic purposes:

(a) The situation is qualified as not real, i.e. as not occurring or not having occurred in the actual world: a negated situation, for example. This sense of non-factuality may be labeled counterfactuality.
(b) The situation is introduced without specifying its spatio-temporal references in the actual world. The situation may be an a-temporal non-referential or a habitual situation: this sense may be labeled non-referentiality or, more generally, non-factuality (for the relation between non-referentiality and non-factuality, see Givón 2001: 303).
(c) The situation is presented as being just an eventuality, in other terms the factuality of the situation is not to be excluded among other options. This third sense of non-factuality has been labeled by Masini & Pietrandrea (2010) and Pietrandrea (2011), non-exclusion of factuality, or NEF.

Non-exclusion of factuality is a defining component of some typically non-factual situations: hypothetical conditionals, concessive conditionals, some optatives, some recommendations and alternative relations (Pietrandrea 2011). In all these situations, the non-factual situation is portrayed as being an eventuality, i.e., as just one of a set of mutually exclusive alternatives.

Hypothetical conditional

(56)  *If it rains I will stay at home (and if it does not rain I will go out)*
     (Prandi 2004; Dancygier & Sweetser 2005)

---

6 For the notion of factuality we refer to Eliott (2000), Mithun (1995).
Concessive conditional

(57) Even if we do not get any financial support, we will go ahead with our project
     (Haspelmath & König 1998)

Alternative relations

(58) Either I walk or I go by bus
     (Mauri 2008)

From a communicative point of view, non-exclusion of factuality expressions are not modal in nature: they suspend the commitment of the speaker rather than qualifying it (cf. Pietrandrea 2011; see also Bellert 1977: 344-345, who introduced this important distinction which had been quite neglected in the literature). In this sense, non-exclusion of factuality expressions convey a type of non-factuality that is quite easily distinguishable from the non-factuality encoded by epistemic, deontic and volitional predicates. Epistemic, deontic, volitional predicates qualify the commitment of the speaker toward a non-factual situation (i.e., toward a non-referential situation), whereas non-exclusion of factuality meanings do not qualify the speaker commitment.

From a semantic and syntactic point of view, it is important to stress that non-exclusion of factuality meanings in general and ‘if’ complements in particular depict semantic situations implying alternatives. We have mentioned indeed that an eventuality can be defined as one of a set of mutually exclusive options. It is always possible for ‘if’ complements (as well as for any other non-exclusion of factuality expression, Pietrandrea 2011) to make explicit these other options, as shown by the following examples:

(59)   je me demande s’il est arrivé ou non
     mi chiedo se è arrivato o no
     me pregunto si llegó o no
     pergunto-me si chegou ou não
     mă întreb dacă a sosit sau nu
     mi preguntu si est arribau o no
     ‘I wonder whether he has arrived or not’

(60)   je ne sais pas s’il est arrivé ou non
     non so se è arrivato o no
     no sé si llegó o no
     não sei se chegou ou não
     nu știu dacă a sosit sau nu
     no ischo si est arribau o no
     ‘I don’t know whether he has arrived or not’

(61)   je n’ai pas compris s’il est arrivé ou non
     non ho capito se è arrivato o no
     no entendi si llegó o no
     não percebi se chegou ou não
     n-am înțeles dacă a sosit sau nu
     ‘I didn’t understand whether he has arrived or not’
The data from corpora show that the alternatives are indeed often made explicit within ‘if’ complements.

Italian
(62) *non ho capito se rispondono tramite email oppure contattano telefonicamente
‘I didn’t understand whether they answer by e-mail or (if) they contact you by telephone’

French
(63) *je ne sais pas si tu parles à moi ou bien a skander09
‘I don’t know if you are talking to me or to skander09’

Spanish
(64) *no he visto si es óptico o laser
‘I didn’t see if it is optical or laser’

Portuguese
(65) *uma outra que não sei se é cobra ou se é peixe
‘another one which I don’t know if it is a cobra or a fish’

It should be said that the literature often regards ‘if’ complements as expressing the modal notion of doubt (Nordström 2010). The Romance data, however, lead us to question such an interpretation. As the following examples show, predicates of doubt in Romance generally cannot be followed by ‘if’ complements.

(66) *je doute s’il est arrivé
*dubito se è arrivato
*dudo si llegó but also *dudo que llegase
*dúvido se chegou / chegasse
*mă îndoiesc dacă a sosit
*dubbido si est arribau
‘I doubt if he has arrived’

Dubitative situation, indeed, do not imply alternatives:

(67) *je doute s’il est arrivé ou pas
*dubito se è arrivato o no
*dudo si llegó o no
*dúvido se chegou ou não
*mă îndoiesc dacă a sosit sau nu
‘I doubt if he has arrived or not’
*dubbido si est arribau o no  
\textit{‘I doubt that he has come or not’} (Sardinian)

Dubitative situations are modal in nature and qualify the commitment of the speaker rather than suspending it. In order to corroborate our hypothesis that ‘if’ complements serve the purpose of suspending the commitment of the speaker by putting forward the depicted situation as but one of a set of mutually exclusive situations, let us examine the possibility of modification of ‘if’ complements by non-exclusion of factuality and epistemic adverbs.

4.3. Constraints on the adverbial modification of ‘if’ complements

Let us start by making a semantic distinction between modal epistemic and non-exclusion of factuality adverbs. Semantically, we may define a modal epistemic adverb as an adverb which qualifies the commitment of the speaker toward what he says. For example, let us take the English epistemic adverb \textit{probably}: by using this adverb (65), the speaker qualifies his/her commitment by saying that he/she puts forward the content of the utterance as probable.

\begin{align*} 
&\text{(68) This means that he is} \textbf{probably} \textit{interested in her, which is why he hangs around so much.} \end{align*}

A non-exclusion of factuality adverb, instead, serves the purpose of suspending, rather than qualifying, the commitment of the speaker. For example, by using the English non-exclusion of factuality adverb \textit{by chance} in (66), the speaker does not qualify his commitment, but simply presents the depicted situation as one option which is not to be excluded:

\begin{align*} 
&\text{(69) If} \textbf{by chance} \textit{you have already visited Craigendarroch under the terms of this special invitation, I very much regret that we are unable to make the offer a second time (BNC corpus)} \end{align*}

Using a non-exclusion of factuality adverb, the speaker can present a situation as non-factual without having to qualify his commitment as to the likelihood of the situation.

In order to better appreciate the distinction between non-exclusion of factuality and epistemic adverbs, let us examine the compatibility of both kinds of adverbs with protases of hypothetical constructions.

As observed by Bellert (1977), the protasis of a conditional construction serves the purpose of suspending the commitment of the speaker, therefore, these constructions cannot host epistemic adverbs, since it is not possible for the speaker to suspend and qualify his/her commitment at the same time. On the contrary, NEF adverbs can occur in the protases of hypothetical constructions.

So for example, we have for Romance languages the following situation: the Italian adverb \textit{magari} ‘perhaps’ (Pietrandrea 2010), the French adverb \textit{des fois} ‘perhaps’, the Spanish adverb \textit{a lo mejor} ‘perhaps’ (Cornillie 2010), the Portuguese adverb \textit{por ventura} ‘perhaps’, the Romanian adverb \textit{cumva} ‘perhaps’ can all occur in protases, whereas the modal epistemic
adverbs corresponding to *probably*, i.e., *probabilmente* (Italian), *probablement* (French), *probablemente* (Spanish), *provavelmente* (Portuguese), *probabil* (Romanian) do not occur in similar contexts:

**Italian**

(70) *un cellulare gli potrebbe tornare utile, così, { nel caso in cui / se } magari un giorno non riuscisse ad alzarsi dal letto per chissà quale motivo.*

’a cell phone might turn out useful to him, like, { in case / if } perhaps one day he didn’t manage to get up for whatever reason’

(71) *un cellulare gli potrebbe tornare utile, così, { nel caso in cui / se } probabilmente un giorno non riuscisse ad alzarsi dal letto per chissà quale motivo.*

’a cell phone might turn out useful to him, like, { in case / if } probably one day he didn’t manage to get up for whatever reason’

**French**

(72) *Super, vous pouvez ramener ça { au cas où / si } des fois mon disque implose ou une autre bêtise du genre.*

‘Great, you can take this back { in case / if } perhaps my disk implodes or some other crazy thing happens’

(73) *Super, vous pouvez ramener ça { au cas où / si } probablement mon disque implose ou une autre bêtise du genre.*

‘Great, you can take this back { in case / if } probably my disk implodes or some other crazy thing happens’

**Spanish**

(74) *Si a lo mejor/ *probablemente no tiene puesto ningún carrete, me doy por satisfecha.*


**Portuguese**

(75) *Recordo-me de uma aula. Nessa altura nós tínhamos falta e havia um continuo que no fim da aula ia ler as faltas, para alguém poder reclamar se { porventura / *provavelmente } lá estivesse.* (Corpus do Português, Spoken section)

‘I remember a class… At the time we were absent and there was an attendant who at the end of the class came to read out the absents, so anyone could protest if perhaps/?? probably they were present’

**Romanian**

(76) *o să fac așa dacă *cumva/*probabil va veni Ion*

‘let’s do it this way if’*perhaps/*probably John comes’ (created example)

Having identified a series of non-exclusion of factuality adverbs (adverbs presenting a situation as non-factual without qualifying the commitment of the speaker) for Romance languages, let us examine their distribution within the scope of ‘if’ complementizers.
While epistemic adverbs cannot modify ‘if’ complements, non-exclusion of factuality adverbs can; this is illustrated in the examples below with pairs of sentences in each language: ‘I didn’t understand if perhaps/*probably he arrived’. In these sentences, there is a clear contrast between the first variant with a non-exclusion of factuality adverb (‘perhaps’: magari, a lo mejor, porventura, cumva and des fois), which is generally quite acceptable, and the second variant with an epistemic adverb (‘probably’: probabilmente, probablemente, provavelmente, probabil, probably), which is clearly non-grammatical. We tested the difference systematically in our corpora, with pairs of identical sentences, and the results are quite clear-cut, the first variant being always at least ten times more frequent than the second; we then confirmed these results with native speakers.

Italian

(77)  
Non ho capito se  
NEG have.PRS.1SG understand.PST.PTCP COMP

magari / *probabilmente è arrivato  
perhaps be.PRS.3SG arrive.PST.PTCP

‘I didn’t understand if perhaps/*probably he arrived’

Spanish

(78)  
No entendí si a lo mejor /’probablemente llegó  
NEG understand.PST.1SG COMP perhaps /probably arrive.PST.3SG

‘I didn’t understand if perhaps/*probably he arrived’

Portuguese

(79)  
Não percebi se porventura/provavelmente chegou  
NEG understand.PST.1SG COMP perhaps/probably arrive.PST.3SG

‘I didn’t understand if perhaps/*probably he arrived’

Romanian

(80)  
N-am înțeles dacă cumva/*probabil  
NEG-be.PRS.1SG understand.PST.PTCP COMP perhaps/probably

a sosit  
be.PRS.3SG arrive.PST.PTCP

‘I didn’t understand if perhaps/*probably he arrived’

French
I didn’t understand if perhaps/*probably he arrived'

If such configurations crop up in speech, they seem invariably linked to deviations from the standard, and can be found for instance in children’s productions. In the example below, Jules clearly does not master the epistemic content of à mon avis ‘in my opinion’.

French

(82)  
Je ne sais pas si maman sera rentrée à mon avis  
I NEG know.PRS.1SG NEG COMP mommy be.FUT.3SG return.PST.F.SG in my opinion

‘I don’t know if mommy will already be home, in my opinion (sic)’
(Jules, 2 years and 10 months)

These results plead for considering Romance ‘if’ complementizers as NEF markers, i.e. markers of non-exclusion of factuality.

4.4. The value of ‘that’ complements

We have seen above that the class of predicates taking ‘that’ complements is quite heterogeneous (it includes many perception, cognition and utterance predicates), and seems not to be specialized for a particular modal meaning.

‘that’ complements can indeed either represent factual situations endowed with a specific spatio-temporal and referential anchoring:

Italian

(83)  
Ho visto che c’era un tipo che rideva  
‘I saw that there was (be.IND.PST.3SG) a guy who laughed’
(> a particular person)

or non-factual situations, i.e., situations that can be interpreted as either referring or non-referring (see above)

Italian

(84)  
Vorrei che ci fosse un tipo che ride  
‘I wish there were a guy who laughs’
(> either a particular person or anybody)

In this sense we might agree with Nordström & Boye’s (this volume) claim that ‘that’ complementizers are epistemically neutral (this volume).
Nevertheless, we think that, at least for Romance languages, this first generalization needs to be refined. It is well known in fact that subjunctive and indicative moods may alternate in Romance ‘that’ complements. For example, the verbs ‘want’, ‘be strange’, ‘regret’ tend to select the subjunctive mood:

French

(85) *Je voudrais qu’il vienne*  
‘I wish he would come’  (come.SBJV.PRS.3SG)

(86) *C’est bizarre qu’il ne vienne pas*  
‘It is strange that he does not come’  (come.SBJV.PRS.3SG)

(87) *Je regrette qu’il ne soit pas venu*  
‘I regret he has not come’  (be. SBJV.PRS.3SG come.PTCP)

Whereas the verbs ‘say’, ‘see’, ‘discover’ tend to select the indicative mood:

French

(88) *Je vois qu’il est venu*  
‘I see that he has come’  (be. IND.PRS.3SG come.PTCP)

(89) *Je découvre qu’il est venu*  
‘I discover that he has come’  (be. IND.PRS.3SG come.PTCP)

(90) *J’ai dit qu’il est venu*  
‘I said that he has come’  (be. IND.PRS.3SG come.PTCP)

This opposition has often been interpreted as an opposition in modality. Hooper (1975), Klein (1975), and Bybee & Terrell (1990) have proposed that the selection of mood is related to a speech-act opposition: according to these authors, asserted situations are in the indicative, while non-asserted situations are in the subjunctive. Palmer (1986) claims that the opposition between indicative and subjunctive has to do with the degree of belief being conveyed: strongly believed situations are in the indicative, weakly believed situations are in the subjunctive. Farkas (1992) and Giannakidou (1994) have argued that the indicative is selected by veridical verbs, i.e., verbs that allow the inference that their complements are taken to be true at least by one epistemic agent (the speaker, or the subject of the main verb); whereas the subjunctive is selected by non-veridical verbs. All these interpretations have advantages as well as shortcomings, as thoroughly illustrated by Marques (2004; 2009). Marques has proposed one of the most recent and convincing interpretations for this opposition. He claims that, at least for Western Romance, the subjunctive is the unmarked choice for the great majority of ‘that’ complements. We do find, in fact, the subjunctive both within the scope of non-factual verbal predicates,\(^7\)

Italian

---

\(^7\) Note that here we are employing the term “factive” in Kiparsky and Kiparsky (1971) and Karttunen’s (1971) sense: a predicate such as regret does not only cast reality over its complement (it is not merely factual) but it also presupposes it as true (it is truly factive).
and within the scope of factual predicates such as regret:

Italian

(92)  

Mi dispiace che sia bello
me.DAT displease.PRS.1SG that be.SBJ.PRS.3SG beautiful.M

‘I am sorry he is beautiful’

Besides, we find the subjunctive within the scope of both assertive and non-assertive (presuppositional) verbs:

Italian

(93)  

Spero che sia bello
hope.PRS.1SG that be.SBJ.PRS.3SG beautiful.M

‘I hope he is beautiful’

(94)  

Sono felice che sia bello
be.PRS.1SG happy that be.SBJ.PRS.3SG beautiful.M

‘I’m happy he is beautiful’

On the contrary, the indicative appears in ‘that’ complements only in one specific semantic situation: when main predicates “express someone’s [certainty]\(^9\) concerning the truth of their complement proposition” (Marques 2004). Refining Marques’s proposal and combining it with Bybee and Terrel’s (1990), we claim that such a certainty should be asserted, and not merely presupposed, by the speaker (or by the subject of the sentence). In order to clarify the difference between factual complements, on the one hand, and complements asserted as true, on the other, let us contrast (95) and (96):

Italian

(95)  

È bello che sia venuto
be.PRS.1SG that be.SBJ.PRS.3SG beautiful.M

‘It is great that he has come’

(96)  

È chiaro che è venuto
be.PRS.1SG that be.SBJ.PRS.3SG beautiful.M

‘It is clear that he has come’

---

\(^8\) By “assertive” verbs we intend, following Simons (2007), verbs that have an asserted complement within their scope.

\(^9\) Marques (2004) writes “express someone’s belief” rather than certainty, but we prefer to rephrase his formulation in order to avoid ambiguity.
The complements in (95) and (96) are both presented as true, they are both factual. But while in (95) the truth is presupposed, in (96) the truth of the complement is asserted. We can test this by showing that while in (95) the challengeable part of the sentence is the main predicate (97), in (96) the complement is also negotiable (98):

Italian
(97)  
A: È bello che sia venuto  
‘It is great that he has come’ (be.SBJV.PRS.3SG come.PTCP)  
B: Non sono d’accordo (non è bello)  
‘I don’t agree (this is not great)’

(98)  
A: È chiaro che è venuto  
‘It is clear that he has come’ (be.IND.PRS.3SG come.PTCP)  
B: ma non mi pare proprio (che è chiaro but also che è venuto)  
‘but I really don’t think so’

Interestingly, while predicates taking subjunctive ‘that’ complements cannot have a parenthetical use, predicates taking indicative ‘that’ complements can have parenthetical uses:

Italian
(99)  
Ho visto/ ho scoperto/ ho detto che è rientrato  
‘I have seen/ discovered/ said that he has come back’

(100) È rientrato, ho visto  
‘He has come back, I have seen’

(101) È rientrato, ho scoperto  
‘He has come back, I discovered’

(102) È rientrato, ho detto  
‘He has come back, I said’

(103) Vorrei/ era strano/ mi dispiaceva che fosse rientrato  
‘I wish/it was strange/ I regretted that he had come back’

(104) *È rientrato, vorrei  
‘He has come back, I wish’

(105) *È rientrato, era strano  
‘He has come back, it was strange’

(106) *È rientrato, mi dispiaceva  
‘He has come back, I regretted’

The parenthetical use of a predicate entails in fact that it loses illocutionary autonomy and becomes illocutionarily dependent on its complements (Kahane & Pietrandrea 2012):
only asserted (and not presupposed) complements can escape the illocutionary dependency on the main predicate and fulfill the function of nucleus of the illocution (see also Simons 2007, for a similar analysis on asserted factual complements).

We therefore claim that, in spite of the fact that ‘that’ complements seem not be marked for epistemicity, mood selection in ‘that’ complements nevertheless leads to a distinction between unmarked ‘that’ complements and ‘that’ complements asserted as believed by the speaker: while the former select the subjunctive mood, the latter only select the indicative mood. Table 5 below illustrates this generalization:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Illocutionary status of the complement</th>
<th>That + subjunctive</th>
<th>That + indicative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+/- asserted</td>
<td></td>
<td>+ asserted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Factual status of the complement       | +/- factual        | + factual        |

The analysis of corpus data, though, shows that the picture is still a little bit more complex. Table 6 illustrates the uses of subjunctive and indicative in Western Romance languages. It is clear that the choice of mood is quite oscillating in language use and a diachronic generalization of the indicative seems at play. This situation is quite advanced in French, where the indicative was extended to non-factual asserted complements such as the complements of verbs such as ‘think’ and ‘hope’. We attempt an explanation of this divergence in Section 6.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb type</th>
<th>French</th>
<th>Italian</th>
<th>Sardinian</th>
<th>Portuguese</th>
<th>Spanish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I say / tell / see / discovered</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(almost always) Indicative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I hope / think</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>both (more or less equally) available</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would like / wish / fear;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It’s possible / strange</td>
<td>(almost always) Subjunctive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All in all, while it is clear that the ‘that’ complementizer does not have any modal value by itself, it is possible to identify for some uses, in most Romance languages, a modal value encoded by the construction ['that'+indicative], which conveys asserted belief. From a diachronic point of view, though, there seems to be a trend toward the loss of this modal value, in almost all Western Romance languages. This tendency is at its strongest in French.

4.5. Distribution of ‘if’ and ‘that’ complementizers in Romance: summing up

To sum up what we have discussed in the previous sections, we may say that Romance ‘if’ and ‘that’ complements do contrast as to their modal value.

- ‘if’ complements are always non-factual, namely they represent a specific type of non-factual situations, i.e. non-exclusion of factuality situations.
- These complements are presented as but one of a set of mutually exclusive options, and speakers do not qualify their epistemic commitment toward the
situation, suspending instead their own commitment. In this sense, we claim that non-exclusion of factuality situations depicted by ‘if’ complements are not modally qualified. For the same reason, we also reject, for Romance, the characterization of ‘if’ complements as depicting dubitative situations.

• ‘that’ complements never represent non-exclusion of factuality situations. They may depict either factual or non-factual situations.
It may be roughly proposed that mood selection plays a role in the modality of ‘that’ complements, in that indicative ‘that’ complements tend to express a particular type of modal situation, i.e. a situation asserted as believed by the speaker (or another epistemic agent). Nevertheless, this generalization has to be qualified in light of language use, which shows that the indicative might be drifting toward a generalization of its uses, in the whole Romance area and especially in French.

These general considerations, however, do not mean that ‘if’ and ‘that’ complements behave exactly in the same way across Romance languages. There are a number of small differences between languages that we cannot comment on here; we focus in the next section on two specific cases of divergence, which are mostly linked to areal phenomena.

5. The boundaries of the Romance world: The case of Romanian and French

As we noted above, for many verbs introducing complement clauses all Romance languages apply the same pattern, but for other classes of verbs there are slight differences, with either Romanian only or both French and Romanian standing apart from the others – albeit always with distinct phenomena in the two languages. In the two following sections, we focus on differences that can be at least partly explained by taking into account language-external considerations such as the very strong influence of Germanic languages on French, and of Balkan features on Romanian.

5.1. Romanian

The following figures illustrate the distribution of the complementizers că, să and dacă in Romanian. The most striking difference with respect to Western Romance languages is the existence of three complementizers: the first ‘that’ complementizer, că, is selected by perception, cognition and utterance predicates in a similar way to other Romance languages. The ‘if’ complementizer, dacă, is selected by uncertainty predicates and, just like ‘if’ complementizers in Western Romance, it projects a non-exclusion of factuality meaning on its complements. The second ‘that’ complementizer, să, is selected by predicational predicates, i.e. predicates which encode “either inception, termination, persistence, success, failure, attempt, intent, obligation or ability – by the subject of the main clause – to perform the action or be in the state that is depicted in the complement clause” (Givón 2001: 150).
Figure 9: Most frequent verbs introducing complement clauses with 'that₁' (că) in Romanian

Figure 10: Most frequent verbs introducing complement clauses with 'that₂' (să) in Romanian
The differences between Romanian and other Romance languages are not haphazard, but linked to other language-internal features – themselves linked to language-external considerations. As we have seen, the să complementizer is used to introduce predicational complements; in these contexts other Romance languages use infinitive clauses (107), although the subjunctive is also possible (108):

French (107)

Marie a demandé à Jean de lui écrire

‘Marie asked John to write to her’

(108)

Marie a demandé à Jean qu’il lui écrire

‘Marie asked John to write to her’

This specificity of Romanian is linked to a Balkan feature, the weakness of infinitives, i.e. their highly ‘nominal’ behavior. In Romanian, such utterances are expressed with the subjunctive (i.e. with să), to the exclusion of the infinitive (109):

Romanian (109)

Maria i-a cerut lui Ion să-i scrie

Figure 11: Most frequent verbs introducing complement clauses with ‘if’ (dacă) in Romanian
Maria CL-have.PRS.3SG ask.PST.PTCP DAT.CL Ion COMP-CL write.SBJV.PRS.3SG
‘Maria asked Ion to write to her’ (Farkas 2003: 2).

Concerning the distribution of indicative and subjunctive in Romanian complements, it should be said that Romanian has a discontinuous subjunctive; the complementizer să is thus part of the subjunctive marking (Giannakidou 2009). This is clearly a Balkan feature, present in other languages of the region, including ‘outliers’ like Serbian (Bulatović 2008). As Table 7 shows, Romanian tends, like French, to generalize the use of the indicative to some optative and epistemic predicates (‘hope’, ‘think’, ‘be certain’); the să complementizer is also used with the subjunctive, for the complements of volitive predicates.

Table 7: Verb types, complementizer and mood of the verb in the subordinate clause, in Romanian (based on corpus data and speaker judgments)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb type</th>
<th>Romanian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. I know / say / see / tell; I discovered</td>
<td>că + Indicative (also dacă)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. I hope; I think; It is certain</td>
<td>că + Indicative / să + Subjunctive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. I fear; It’s possible / strange</td>
<td>să + Subjunctive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2. French

As we noted for Romanian, the differences between French and other Romance languages are linked to other language-internal features, which are themselves linked to language-external considerations. The main difference observed is the use of the indicative for non-asserted ‘that’ complements such as those of ‘think’ and ‘hope’. It should be pointed out that this is a recent development: for instance, the verbs penser ‘to think’ and espérer ‘to hope’ could be followed by a ‘that’ clause in the subjunctive in Old and Middle French, a possibility which gradually disappeared during the 17th and 18th centuries.

This evolution can be explained by the diachronic weakening of the morphological distinction between indicative and subjunctive in French regular verbs. In other Romance languages the choice between subjunctive and indicative remains meaningful in a variety of contexts: the subjunctive mood still has a semantic value. On the contrary, in French, the choice of subjunctive vs. indicative often results from grammatical constraints: for French speakers, more than for instance for speakers of Italian or Spanish, there is an important loss of paradigmatic variability in the use of the subjunctive, as noted by De Mulder and Lamiroy (2012). In this perspective, the subjunctive can be said to have lost (much of) its semantic value in French; in other words, it is more grammaticalized than in ‘Central Romance’ – in Lehmann’s terms, the loss of (here paradigmatic) “variability” is indeed one of the “three main aspects of grammaticalization” (Lehmann 1995: 123).

The fact that the subjunctive, or more precisely the use of the subjunctive in complementation, can be seen as more grammaticalized in French can be brought back to a tendency for French to have, for many constructions, more grammaticalized variants than other Romance languages. This is the case for instance of determiners, with three paradigms in French and only two in almost all other Romance varieties (Carlier 2007): French has a partitive article which is absent or not completely grammaticalized elsewhere (in Lehmann’s terms, the degree of grammaticalization is higher in French on account of paradigmaticity, Lehmann 1995: 123). Similar accounts can be given for demonstratives (Marchello-Nizia
2006: 178), auxiliaries and tense, aspect and modality markers (Lamiroy 1999; 2001; 2003; 2011; De Mulder 2001; De Mulder & Lamiroy 2012); this analysis could even be extended to other areas of language, such as conjunctions, prepositions and discourse markers (Fagard 2010; 2011; Fagard & Mardale 2012).

Of course, this is a global trend and there are counterexamples. However, it is quite pervasive, and could be accounted for by language-external considerations, namely the influence of Germanic languages on French (though not, of course, in a direct way). There is some evidence of a more important impact on the linguistic system at large, and some authors claim that the Germanic superstratum triggered a global phonetic shift in French (Marchello-Nizia 1995: 177). This has been reported quite early on, and Pope (1934: 15) for instance writes that “[t]he Frankish system of accentuation was a strong expiratory one and it was in the intensifying of the weak Latin tonic stress that the Germanic speech-habits, and in particular the Frankish, exercised their strongest influence in pronunciation”, with sufficient phonetic consequences (such as diphthongization, reduction of unstressed vowels, closing of some secondary stressed vowels) to explain that these could have resulted in more extended morpho-syntactic changes (see also Von Wartburg [1934] 1965; Zink 1986; for a contradictory analysis, see Noske 2009). This applies to the issue at hand, since the partial loss of contrast between indicative and subjunctive in French is not only semantic, but also formal: in many instances, French verbs have identical forms for both moods while other Romance languages present a formal contrast. An example among others is the form of the verb ‘eat’: French *mange* (eat.PRS.IND/SBJV.3SG) vs Italian *mangia* (eat.PRS.IND.3SG)/*mangi* (eat.PRS.SBJV.3SG), Catalan *menja* (eat.PRS.IND.3SG)/*mengi* (eat.PRS.SUBJ.3SG), Portuguese and Spanish *come* (eat.PRS.IND.3SG)/*coma* (eat.PRS.SBJV.3SG), Romanian *mănâncă* (eat.PRS.IND.3SG)/*mănânce* (eat.PRS.SBJV.3SG), Sardinian *mandigat* (eat.PRS.IND.3SG)/*mandighet* (eat.PRS.SBJV.3SG), etc.

5.3. A synopsis

To sum up, comparing verb types across Romance languages and their behavior (complementizer + mood) when introducing complement clauses, we identified the following cases:

- **Similar pattern across all Romance languages:**
  1. Perception, cognition and utterance predicates trigger the use of ‘that’ + indicative, whatever the language. Uncertainty predicates trigger the use of ‘if’ + indicative; the subjunctive is also possible.

- **Specific pattern for French and Romanian:**
  2. Optative verbs and some epistemic verbs (‘hope’, ‘think’, ‘be certain’) trigger the use of ‘that’ + subjunctive or indicative in most Romance languages, but in French and Romanian the subjunctive is excluded.

- **Specific pattern for Romanian only:**
  3. Some epistemic verbs as well as verbs of fearing (‘be possible’, ‘be strange’, ‘fear’) trigger the use of ‘that’ + subjunctive in all Romance languages, except Romanian where *să* + subjunctive alternates with *că* + indicative (see Tables 6 and 7).
  4. Verbs of volition trigger the use of ‘that’ + subjunctive in all Romance languages, but in Romanian the complementizer is *să* (also + subjunctive) (see Tables 6 and 7).
Table 8 below sums up these findings. Note that some of these are a tendency rather than a rule, and that there is some variation, both regional and diachronic. For instance, as we saw in section Section 5.2., in French verbs of type 2 could introduce complements in the subjunctive until the 18th century.  

Table 8: The use of ‘that’ with indicative and subjunctive and verb types in Romanian and French vs. other Romance languages (Italian, Sardinian, Portuguese, Spanish) (based on corpus data and speaker judgments)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb type</th>
<th>‘Central’ Romance</th>
<th>French</th>
<th>Romanian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. I know / say / see / tell; I discovered</td>
<td>That + Indicative (also <em>If</em> for the first group)</td>
<td><strong>That + Indicative</strong> (also <em>If</em> for the first group)</td>
<td>Că + Indicative (also <em>dacă</em> for the first group)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. I hope; I think; It is certain</td>
<td>That + Subjunctive</td>
<td><strong>That + Subjunctive</strong></td>
<td>Că + Indicative / Să + Subjunctive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. I fear; It’s possible / strange</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Să + Subjunctive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. I would like / wish</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Origins of Romance complementizers

All standard Romance ‘if’ forms (except Romanian *dacă*, see below) have the same origin – the ‘if’ complementizer in Latin, *si* (see i.a. De Dardel 1978). And, as we have seen, they retain its conditional meaning. Note that other constructions can be used to express condition, such as ‘when (that)’, or even paratactic constructions. Mazzoleni (1997) reports this possibility for various Italian dialects, but it is also found elsewhere (see, for French, Corminboeuf 2008).

Most ‘that’ forms have the same origin, Latin *quem* ‘whom, which, that’ (relativizer, in the ccusative), but not Sardinian *ki*, which comes from Latin *qui* ‘who, which, that’ (also a relativizer, in the nominative). Concerning Romanian, the first ‘that’ complementizer, *că*, comes from Latin *quod* ‘that’ (already a complementizer). The second ‘that’ complementizer, *să*, with more limited uses, comes from the Latin ‘if’ complementizer (*si*) mentioned above, which remained an ‘if’ complementizer in all other Romance languages. Actually, it was still used this way in the first literary texts of Old Romanian, but was progressively replaced by *dacă*, which is now the ‘if’ complementizer in Romanian, and is a compound of the first ‘that’ complementizer and the adposition *de* ‘of, from’ (from Latin *dē* ‘from (above)’).

If Romanian, as we saw above, can be said to diverge from other Romance languages in many respects, there are two main historical reasons. The first is that Romanian has been cut off from the rest of the Romance world for centuries, and thus many innovations which are found in almost all Romance languages did not reach Romanian. This might account for the fact that Romanian kept *quod*, a Late Latin complementizer which was replaced everywhere by the relativizer *qui, quem* (Table 3). The second is that Romanian has been heavily influenced by other Balkan languages. This might account for the presence of two paradigms of ‘that’ complementizers, possibly linked to the fragility of the infinitive and the frequency of use of the subjunctive (of which *să* is considered a part, see Giannakidou 2009). In most Romance languages, ‘how’ and ‘what’ complementizers come respectively from Late Latin *quo modo* ‘in what way’ and *quem* (already seen above); Sardinian *ita* comes from the homonymous Latin adverb meaning ‘thus’. 
7. Conclusion

In almost all Romance languages, canonical complementizers are restricted to two series, one close to the ‘that’ complementizer in English, the other to the ‘if’ complementizer. Romanian presents a different configuration, with three canonical complementizers, two ‘that’ complementizers and one ‘if’ complementizer.

Diachronically speaking, most ‘that’ forms have the same origin, Latin quem ‘whom, which, that’ (relativizer, in the accusative). Almost all ‘if’ forms have the same origin – the ‘if’ complementizer in Latin, si.

Canonical complementizers can have other uses in Romance besides complementation. ‘If’ forms are used in hypothetical constructions: this adverbializer use is found in all Romance languages; ‘that’ forms have a relativizer function in all Romance languages except Romanian and they have a quotative function in French. Both ‘if’ and ‘that’ forms can introduce non-assertive main sentences such as jussives, interrogatives and optatives. The combination of complementizers with other subordination markers is a marginal phenomenon; however, it is found in all Romance languages, and could be indicative of a global trend toward a use of the ‘that’ complementizer as a general subordinator.

From a functional standpoint, Romance complementizers have one main function and an accessory function. The main function is marking the argument predication as illocutionarily dependent on the main predicate (as is proven by the semantic effect of complementizer omission); the accessory function is qualifying the factuality status of the dependent predication. More specifically, ‘that’ complements, selected by perception, cognition and utterance predicates, may be either factual or non-factual, whereas ‘if’ complements, selected by uncertainty predicates, are always non-factual.

We proposed that ‘if’ complements convey a particular type of non-factuality, i.e., non-exclusion of factuality. Speakers present the predication introduced by ‘if’ as but an eventuality, suspending rather than qualifying their commitment toward its truth. In this sense, we maintained that ‘if’ complements do not convey epistemic modality. Concerning ‘that’ complements, we argued that, at least for Central Romance, mood selection seems to play a role in the modality of ‘that’ complements, in that indicative ‘that’ complements tend to express a specific type of modal situation, i.e. a situation asserted as believed by the speaker (or another epistemic agent), whereas subjunctive ‘that’ complements are unmarked.

Nevertheless, the observation of language use shows that the indicative may be following a trend toward a generalization of its uses in the whole Romance area; this phenomenon is already well under way in French.

Indeed, some areal considerations have led us to refine this general picture. The most important deviation from this generalization is the existence of three complementizers in Romanian: the first ‘that’ complementizer, că, is selected by perception, cognition and utterance predicates; the ‘if’ complementizer, dacă, is selected by uncertainty predicates and, just like ‘if’ complementizers in Western Romance, it projects a non-exclusion of factuality meaning on its complements; the second ‘that’ complementizer, să, is selected by modality predicates. Modality predicates select infinitive clauses in other Romance languages; the specificity of Romanian is linked to a Balkan feature, the weakness of infinitives.

Concerning French, we have seen that this language seems to be more advanced in the generalization of the usage of indicative in complement clauses. We explained this change with the diachronic weakening of the morphological distinction between indicative and subjunctive in French regular verbs, which might in turn be partly due to the influence of
Germanic languages on French and the tendency of French to have grammatical paradigms which underwent more renewal and differentiation from Latin than in other Romance languages, as has been claimed by several authors.
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